we are ready earlier, an appropriate public announcement will be made.
The logistics of keeping and distributing the stocks will become clear only after we have successfully established the collection in Boston. We estimate that we can keep only two copies of each strain and will be obliged to keep them maximally before changing stocks. At this time, the number of stocks that can be ordered and the number of orders we can handle at a time are not certain. It is our intention to try to satisfy as many people as possible, but we may need to set limits and establish more precise rules regarding distribution if we are overwhelmed with requests. If many people want the same stocks, then these will be distributed on a first come-first served basis. We do not currently have plans to charge anyone for the stocks, but we may have to do so in the future. If we do, we will follow the rules established at BDSC.
At this time, we do not have the means to accommodate individual researchers coming to our facilities to use the collection. It is my hope that we will eventually be able to do just that, but we simply must wait for additional (public or private) funding. Harvard researchers will benefit from the collection in exchange for contributing substantially to its upkeep.
We are establishing a web page that will provide specific information and instructions for ordering stocks, which we plan to announce in due course on FlyBase and in the Touching Base section of Nature Genetics. The e-mail address associated with the collection in Boston is drosophila@hms.harvard.edu. Researchers in commercial or other for-profit research sectors will have to seek a license from Exelixis before acquiring stocks from us.
We gratefully acknowledge the financial and, indeed, the intellectual support of Exelixis in establishing the collection at Harvard and giving us the means to distribute stocks to the fruit fly community.
